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5:14

and the trees are outside the multip
belting out color, a final scream of
their lives are shocked into winter
Oh, i can hear the hope in the
leaf you gave me-shaking in my pink palm-telling me there is a next year, the
to be tiny blue buds
on the thick gnarled branches
in the spring
but my hearing the hope and believi
are two
separate matters.

A.M.

while the soft clouds lie
waiting
and the gentle breath of
early morning air exhales
quietly
as the liquid fingers
of cool morning sun
run their pink tips languid
along the ruddy horizon
i sit perfectly still
a lioness in wait
hoping for a tingle of
poetic inspiration
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and the trees are outside the multipaned windows
belting out color, a final scream of joy before
their lives are shocked into winter silence.
Oh, i can hear the hope in the
leaf you gave me-shaking in my pink palm-telling me there is a next year, there are
to be tiny blue buds
on the thick gnarled branches
in the spring
but my hearing the hope and believing it
are two
separate matters.
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Mona

Cavalcoli _ _ _ _ __

AT THE BANK

Nothing more beautiful
than that infant in the basket
i looked in his wide eyes
saw color
untainted color
tiny, warm fingers touch
innocence
mouth moving wanly
open wide--an attempt at a smile
bald baby head--he still had the soft
indentation at the top of his
strongly, gently curved skull
Oh god--i know--he is purity in its
most miraculous form--then
i looked at L__ , all eighteen years of
her
(she and i--knowing)
she thanked the teller, slid the bills quietly
into the envelope--anxiety, relief
engraved
on her young face
we left
forgive me God--i, the guilty bystander
the accomplice
the support knowing full well that in
a few hours, there would be

one
less
miracle.
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I was counting Officer Don
up the front to his shirt, tightly l
seven down. I'd counted them eight
rep?rt form into the typewriter and
swivel chair.
"Miss O'Neill, • he said, le
desk, "what seems to be the problerr
button embarrassed to be staring a1
over his belt.
"I'm getting obscene phon'
that was tucked under the glass top
teenage girl--his daughter, I assumec
smiled at me from under the glass.
"Have you informed the p
routinely, tiredly, as if young girls c
the same complaint.
"They told me to come to
calls every night. • I swallowed bac
which signalled tears .
"The thing is,· he began, •
have proof of the calls or are harasse
the ohoto of his daughter--she looke<
what they could do if it were her. H
reading my thoughts, smiled apologe
"What do these calls entail?
the typewriter, his fingers poised ovt
"He says he wants me to.
wobbly line of trophies balanced on t
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I was counting Officer Donaldson's black buttons. Seven
up the front to his shirt, tightly stretched across his potbelly,
seven down. I'd counted them eight times when he finally rolled the
report form into the typewriter and turned to me in his squeaky,
swivel chair.
"Miss O'Neill ,• he said, leaning his fat elbows onto the
desk, "what seems to be the problem?" I looked up from his fourth
button embarrassed to be staring at the ledge of flesh that hung
over his belt.
"I'm getting obscene phone calls.· I traced a snapshot
that was tucked under the glass top of his desk with my finger. A
teenage girl--his daughter, I assumed--held up a string of trout and
smiled at me from under the glass.
"Have you informed the phone company?" He sighed ,
routinely, tiredly, as if young girls came into his office daily with
the same complaint.
"They told me to come to you . I'm getting scared --he
calls every night. • I swallowed back the salty taste in my throat
which signalled tears.
"The thing is, • he began, "We can't do much unless you
have proof of the calls or are harassed in person.• I stared down at
the ohoto of his daughter--she looked about my age--and wondered
what they could do if it were her. He followed my gaze, and as if
reading my thoughts, smiled apologetically.
"What do these calls entail?" he continued, turning back to
the typewriter, his fingers poised over the keys.
I fixed my eyes on the
"He says he wants me to. : .•
wobbly line of trophies balanced on the radiator behind him, • . .. to
Spring 1989
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uh, perform sexual acts with him." The last five words came out in
a rush and I squeezed my eyelids shut against the onslaught of
threatened tears.
Gripping my gloves tightly in my lap, my
fingernails digging into the soft flesh of my palms, I continued
hurriedly. "I think I know who it is."
"Who?" Officer Donaldson leaned forward eagerly, his
squeaky chair lening out a protesting groan as he shifted his bulk.
"A boy in my French class. He stares at me all the time."
"Have you talked to him?"
"Once. I loaned him my notes, and from then on he's been
watching me.
Still leaning forward, less eagerly now, Officer Donaldson
rolled his eyes upward slightly before speaking to me. "Terry,
you're a very attractive girl.
He might just like you."
His
explanation sounded so easy to believe, but. . . then I thought of the
things, the terrible graphic things he said to me over the phone, and
the familiar panic returned.
•
I was sitting up
"Isn't there anything you can do?"
straight now, every muscle in my back tensed, my spine pressed
against the hard back of the chair.
"I'm afraid that all we can do is put a tap on your phone.
The next time he calls, don't just hang up. Talk to him as long as
you can, so that we can trace it." He pulled the form from the
typewriter and held out a pen, pointing at the signature line.
"And until then? What am I supposed to do until then?"
"Just carry on as usual , of course. Be as normal as
possible. And keep going to class." He pushed the paper at me with
a dismissing shove .

On the seventh ring, I reluctantly climbed out of the
shower and ran, dripping, to the phone. Pulling a towel around me,
I silently cursed being the only one with an eight o'clock class.
"Hello?" I asked impatiently, shifting my weight from
one foot to the other on the cold floor.
"Hello Terry. Wear something sexy today:

8
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"I know who--·
"Wear something low-cut,
"I know who you are!" I sc
and water running down my back, H
feet. He was silent, his scratchy, ra:
my ear. "You're in my French class.
"I like to watch you Terry.
But I want to do more than watch yo
want to stroke you I want--"
"I've called the police,"
trembling voice would allow. The c
ear. Dropping the phone back into it1
the wall and grabbed the table, ch
Sliding slowly down the wall, onto th
my chest, slumping my head onto tt
body with the skimpy, cold, wet tm
broke free, uncontrollable. My roomr
of her room .
"It was him again, wasn't

I was trying to walk con
French room, but my stride felt jerky
to class, • Officer Donaldson kept r
crowd around me dispersed into o
standing in the doorway, his dark
slowly unraveling the cardboard cov•
heels seemed to crash down on th1
footsteps, he turned and looked out
I jumped behind a locker, pressing
stucco wall, hoping he couldn't see 1
My heart pounded at the thought of
the doorway. "Oh God, • I thought
cute!" Now everything he did repul!
he laughed , in a gleeful, child-like m
when he thought I wasn't looking, a
brought the taste of vomit to my thn
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"I know who--"
"Wear something low-cut, Terry, I like to look at your- -"
"I know who you are!" I screamed into the phone. Soap
and water running down my back, flowing into a small pool at my
feet. He was silent, his scratchy, raspy voice no longer tormenting
my ear. "You're in my French class. I've seen you watching me."
"I like to watch you Terry. I like to look at your body.
But I want to do more than watch you, Terry, I want to touch you I
want to stroke you I want--"
"I've called the police,"
I said as steadily as my
trembling voice would allow. The click of the receiver stung my
ear. Dropping the phone back into its cradle , I leaned back against
the wall and grabbed the table, clutching for something secure.
Sliding slowly down the wall, onto the floor, I hugged my knees to my chest, slumping my head onto them, trying to cover my who le
body with the skimpy, cold, wet towel. The sobs I was holding
broke free, uncontrollable. My roommate, Lisa, stuck her head out
of her room .
"It was him again, wasn't it?"

I was trying to walk confidently down the hall to the
French room , but my stride felt jerky and mechanical. "Keep going
to class,· Officer Donaldson kept repeating in my head. As the
crowd around me dispersed into other rooms, I could see him
standing in the doorway, his dark head bent over his notebook,
slowly unraveling the cardboard cover from the spiral binding . My
heels seemed to crash down on the tiles. At the sounds of my
footsteps, he turned and looked out into the hallway. Involuntarily,
I jumped behind a locker, pressing my back against the scratchy,
stucco wall, hoping he couldn't see me in the shadows of the hall.
My heart pounded at the thought of crossing the last few feet to
the doorway. "Oh God," I thought," I used to think that he was
cute!" Now everything he did repulsed and terrified me: the way
he laughed , in a gleeful, child-like manner, the way he watched me
when he thought I wasn't looking, and his smile. That smile now
brought the taste of vomit to my throat.
Spring 1989
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-1_ have to go in now. I won't let him know that I'm
afraid: I nodded my head slightly and gave myself that little pep
talk. My mouth was set so hard that the corners of my lips
twitched from the tension. I pulled my jacket around me and rushed
across the hallway, in the door, and to the back of the room .
Collapsing into a chair, I shakily pulled out a piece of paper and a
pen.
•
I sat perfectly straight in the chair, my eyes fixed on
Monsieur Lachance's buttons. Nine up, nine down . I counted them
over and over, until I heard the rest of the class zipping up their
bags in anticipation of leaving. I grabbed my pen and notebook and
quietly made my way to the door. My back relaxed with the click
I had made it. _I quickly escaped down the
of the door behind me.
hall.
"Terry!" yelled a voice behind me as I reached the last
door to leave. I turned to find him running up behind me, his
knapsack swinging back and forth. He fell into step behind me,
unzipping his bag with one hand. "I wanted to return your notes,"
he said quietly, smiling that hideous smile. I gulped back the rising
panic, snatched the papers from his outstretched hand, and sped up.
"Where are you going? I walk this way." The hideous
smile widened.
"Home ."
"I'll walk with you, I think it's right on the way. I see you
walking in front of me sometimes. My name is Craig."
My backpack slammed against me with every step,
jabbing a pen into my side.
"I'm in a hurry." I didn't look at him.
"That's okay, I walk fast anyway. I can keep up with
anybody. " he laughed.
I cringed.
I could see the corner of my house only a half block up.
Should I run? Should I scream?
"Terry, are you doing anything Friday night?" he asked,
reaching to touch my shoulder. I yanked my arm away from his
fingers.
"What are you trying to do to me?" I yelled. "Leave me
alone··just leave me alone!" I ran across the driveway to the front

door. The phone was ringing as I
plunged the key into the lock. I oper
the door behind me and bolted it. T Ol
picked up the receiver.
"Hello?"
•Hello, Terry. You looked r
Slamming down the phone, I
out. Craig was slowly walking aero
hands thrust deep into his pockets a~
The phone began to ring again.
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> in now. I won't let him know that I'm
1ead slightly and gave myself that little pep
set so hard that the corners of my lips
n. I pulled my jacket around me and rushed
the door, and to the back of the room .
I shakily pulled out a piece of paper and a
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eyes fixed on
1ttons. Nine up, nine down. I counted them
'Ieard the rest of the class zipping up their
:~aving . I grabbed my pen and notebook and
o the door. My back relaxed with the click
I had made it. . I quickly escaped down the

door. The phone was ringing as I ran up the porch stairs and
plunged the key into the lock. I opened the door, ran in, slammed
the door behind me and bolted it. Tossing my bag onto the couch, I
picked up the receiver.
•Hello?•
•Hello, Terry. You looked really sexy today.
Slamming down the phone, I ran to the window and looked
out. Craig was slowly walking across the lawn to the sidewalk,
hands thrust deep into his pockets as he looked up at the window.
The phone began to ring again.

a voice behind me as I reached the last
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Andrew faber _ _ _ _ _ __

FATHER WITH A MACHETE

SURF THE KLAMATH MOUTH

You tell me what I ran from,
south out of Seattle, the threat
of death left in the streets.

Father with a machete walks
the hedgerow path with me,
holding the handle in his
two fingered hand;

God was there for you at Crescent Beach,
the rays from nowhere, heaven,
illuminating the mist in orange,
celestial fire that froze us for a
solid hour.

here to show his ten year old
how to hack the bullrush down,
how to extract the vein of starch,
how to make Bisquick in the wild.

At end he says now you know
enough to survive when lost.
He breathes, makes the summer air
now you know, when you go lost in tl

This was supposed to redeem the atheism
of the gutted redwoods with neon arrows,
this was God's light that made up
for the two dollar please drive through tree
This you offered against her violence, too.
In the Eureka motel, too exhausted for sleep,
we watched the news of the surfer
bitten by sharks at the Klamath mouth,
daring the seasonal feeding frenzy
of running salmon, all for a wave.
His purposes and mine are not so distant:
to surf the mouth, to be in it,
not just awed, but alive within belief.
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now you know, when you go lost in the world.
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Wendy Roblyer_ _ _ _ _ __

Amaker_ _ _ _ _ _ _~

PROTECTION

Karen always make Mike shop
for the produce which he did,
and didn't mind
since
she was the one
who always bought the
cat food, dipping
her hands in the bulk bins,
searching
out the littlest chunks of
some horse's inner belly
(the scooper scoops were
never in view, and
they could never reach the
healthiest nuggets
stuck to the sides anyway)

Mirrored sunglasses,
A poofy do.
Who are you trying to kid?
False lashes,
Tinted contacts
Taken out at night.
Fashion clothes,
Fake nails
Breaking off in a week.
An actress?
A model?
An everyday woman?
All three?
Just hiding,
Never showing the real you.

Karen couldn't do produce.
everywhere she looked, her
mother looked back with
disapproving lettuce lips
and biased onion eyes
(which always wept at
every slice from
father
while Karen was forced to
watch words tossing
landing splat on the floor
next to Fluffy's (she
. hated that name, wanting
something exotic at
fifteen, while they opted
for safe and boring)
dinner bowl.
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Wendy Roblyer_ _ _ _ _ __
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PROTECTION

op
e did,
Mirrored sunglasses,
A poofy do.
Who are you trying to kid?
False lashes,
Tinted contacts
Taken out at night.
Fashion clothes,
Fake nails
Breaking off in a week.
An actress?
A model?
An everyday woman?
All three?
Just hiding,
Never showing the real you.

rght the
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John Sweet_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tracy A. Diina._ _ _ _ _ __

REFUSING THE THRONE

Contorted flames,
we
discuss our
transience
over a cup of tea.

These are our radiation years,
a toast to the weapons we've
built. The Age of Famine is
upon us, let us feast on the
bones of those senselessly
killed in war, let us drink the
blood of the children. We will
fight our hardest to save the
forests that haven't been destroyed
by defoliants, we will strive
to protect the animals we've
clubbed nearly to extinction.
When the dust has settled and
all is said and done, we have
computers to total up the dead
and wounded. If this is what
advancement feels like, I'm afraid
my hands are too small to hold it.
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Tracy A. Diina._ _ _ _ _ __

E
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Andrew Faber_ _ _ _ _ __
Stefanie Paige Henkin_ _ __

SOMETHING
ON DECADENCE

Somebody somewhere il
having a fight From where he stoo1
place the voices and the crashes.
him, electric and staged, and he w<
his coffee he watched the last rush
and tried to time the ending, wai
must come.
wvou should watch this, w I
Two sets of feet stomped,
the floor , somewhere above. A wo
wWatch what?" HuQhes tu
Something smashed.
Caroline lounged on the s1
cushions, the other protruding from
coffee table, showing the full lengt
legs. An old bruise colored the fles
"It's a Hitchcock .w With
remote control.
A woman screamed, the v1
Hughes turned complete!)
traffic outside. Caroline's hair had
since she had left work. It looped i
jutting in various directions when sh
He could see where the coloring wal
the narrow polished beauty of her yt
television screen .
·sounds like he's beating
There was a silence; Caroline so
nothing.
It erupted again, heavy Stl

Afternoon isn't a time
for deep romance
The sun caught somewhere between
its pure birth
and violent dying dance
- But it is in the sharp light of daytime
that you and I steal our moment
Quick passion sparked and sated
in a rushed tumble of sweet sheets
Love over-riding the circumstance
But still not quite what we dreamt
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Andrew Faber_ _ _ _ _ __

SOMETHING IN BLUE

Somebody somewhere in the apartment building was
having a fight. From where he stood at the window, Hughes tried to
place the voices and the crashes. It sounded like old television to
him, electric and staged, and he waited for the end of it. Drinking
his coffee he watched the last rush hour cars speed by his window,
and tried to time the ending, waited for the silence that he felt
must come.
"You should watch this," Caroline said.
Two sets of feet stomped, then a weight dragged across
the floor , somewhere above. A woman was crying .
"Watch what?" Huqhes turned a little to look at his wife .
Something smashed.
Caroline lounged on the sofa, one leg extended along the
cushions, the other protruding from her short kimono to rest on the
coffee table, showing the full length of what used to be dancer's
legs. An old bruise colored the fleshy part of her left thigh.
"It's a Hitchcock." With her left hand she aimed the
remote control.
A woman screamed, the volume increased .
Hughes turned completely, his back to the window and
traffic outside. Caroline's hair had fallen, he noticed, in the hours
since she had left work. It looped in greasy strands over her ears,
jutting in various directions when she passed her fingers through it.
He could see where the coloring was failing in parts. Her face kept
the narrow polished beauty of her youth, but her eyes sank into the
television screen.
"Sounds like he's beating the hell out of her," he said .
There was a silence; Caroline softly bit her lower lip and said
nothing.
It erupted again, heavy steps dancing across the floor, a

between

,f daytime
nent
ated
sheets
1stance
dreamt
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hard slamming. Hughes winced, drank his coffee some more. On
the television the picture began to skip before Caroline's eyes.
"I bet it's the young couple: Hughes continued . He
watched, waited. He felt the dryness come to his mouth with the
aftertaste of coffee. He knew she felt him there. "Remember us
when we first started?" He shook his head, laughing, wanting it to
be funny . Funny for her, too. He ran a hand through his own
thinning hair, rubbed his scalp. Caroline upped the volume.
Finally a door slammed and footsteps descended a
staircase, Hughes went to the window and saw with satisfation
that he had been right.
"It was them okay: He announced. Then; what is it
we've learned? He thought of his marriage, of his own strange
coupling ten years ago . He thought that he should know her enough
by now to guess at what she thought of it, but he couldn't. Hughes
felt it crawl over him like a shiver, only dulled, sad, not scary.
They'll learn if he comes back. But what? There should
be a word, a name.
Maybe it was just a time thing.
He thought of making love to his wife, then, while he
watched Caroline stare at the television. He thought of crossing the
carpet and picking her up in his arms and carrying her to their bed.
She was so light, he remembered, so smooth. luxurious when she
gave way .
He took a step, then stopped. She was older suddenly,
tired, even heavier. She was still beautiful, he thought, but she
knew she was older and not the same, · and knowing ruined
everything for her. It was just a thought.
"I'm taking a shower," he decided out loud .
The water soothed him, running down over his stomach
and haunches, dripping streams to the floor of the shower and
away. He was heavier too, he knew, thick with age. He felt along
his scalp, finding the old mark. The water drowned out all sound,
reminding him of sleep.
Hughes remembered when it had been them, when he had
taken Caroline down off the stage with his steady enlisted man's
pay. She had been the top draw, with a half crazy dream of being a

20
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real dancer, a showgirl in Vegas. l h
them, though, after a point and a littl
He felt the water run over t
his scalp with the whiskey bottle.
He turned the water off,
residue qathered at the drain and m
last of · it was gone. Stepping out
d,.Ying himself,- rubbing a new towel
dance and sighing.
"Better . •
Opening the door to let th
The cooler hall air bristled the hai
"Hey, Caroline," he repeated, then 1
saw that ·she had left the television o
She came in after elever
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1. Caroline upped the volume.
:~mmed and footsteps descended a
the window and saw with satisfation

.w He announced. Then; what is it
of his marriage, of his own strange
1ought that he should know her enough
thought of it, but he couldn't. Hughes
;hiver, only dulled, sad, not scary.
omes back. But what? There should

tir:ne thing.
dng love to his wife, then, while he
television. He thought of crossing the
his arms and carrying her to their bed.
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m stopped. She was older suddenly,
as still beautiful, he thought, but she
not the same, -and knowing ruined
st a thought.
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real dancer, a showgirl in Vegas. 1 here had been no delusions With
them, though, after a point and a little bargaining .
He felt the water run over the mark where she had opened
his scalp with the whiskey bottle.
He turned the water off, felt it run off him. The gray .
residue Qathered at the drain and made a chokinQ noise when the
last of -it was gone. Stepping out onto a towel, he took his time
drying himself, rubbing a new towel over his back and doing a little
dance and sighing.
waetter.w
Opening the door to let the steam out, he called to her.
The cooler hall air bristled the hair on his arms, but felt good .
wHey, Caroline,w he repeated, then walking out to the living room ,
saw that ·she had left the television on.
She came in after eleven, carrying a cloth store bag .
Hughes sat on the sofa, television off, reading a magazine.
wscarves,w she said, WI bought scarves. w
Hughes did not raise his eyes. The black lines of words
glossed over, but he did not look up. She moved around him slowly,
putting the bag on the coffee table, and began to show him seven
scarves, one by one.
woo you ever wonder,w he began, finally looking up at her.
wlook at this one. w It was paisley design, orange edged in
blue. It would look good on her.
woo you ever wonder about us, what has made us go?"
WI wanted something in blue.w
Hughes kept going. WI mean how we've survived, you and
me ."
He wMted to plead with her as her small hands
meticulously folded each scarf. "You heard them today. You know.
You know that we were them, but we're not now. I just want to
know how, why. How did we change things?"
She looked away, then back at her scarves. When her
eyes did rise to meet his, they peered deep into him as if he were
the light blue television screen.
wThey are nice, aren't they? Each has a little blue. w
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Alfonso Gon.,zalez._ _ _ _ __

5 BILLION OFF MEDICARE

powerful, not AWESOME

Well, Plato, you were right.
It seems to be that democracy
is just a stage in the decline
of your Perfect State.

Powerful, not awesome, says the Rec
She says that she agrees, •just use
Tell me, Red Ink; tell me why, if we
You just won't let me go free.
You couldn't stop Chaucer,
You couldn't stop Keats,
For e. e. cummings and Emily Dickins
You were nothing but too weak.
What makes you think you can stop n

The Pretty leaders you spoke about
they seek power, money, titles.
To get elected they tell you
to read their lips!

For today and years to come
You will enjoy your deed,
While you slice my works
And make them bleed,
But at the end, I'm glad to know
You'll be just an obstacle that I will ,
Maybe you will even pierce my ankle
But better thou not forget,
Thee are just
powerful, not AWESOME.

5 billion off Medicare
·The old and wealthy can afford it,
the others don't need it.
We have got too many sick people
in this country anyway.·
They look, sound, and feel so
convincing, Plato. I'm so sad that
they always have to win.
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powerful, not AWESOME

IE

Powerful, not awesome, says the Red Ink as she slices my essay.
She says that she agrees, •just use formal language, please:
Tell me, Red Ink; tell me why, if we agree,
You just won't let me go free.
You couldn't stop Chaucer,
You couldn't stop Keats,
For e. e. cummings and Emily Dickinson ·
You were nothing but too weak.
What makes you think you can stop me?

tcy

e about
ties.

For today and years to come
You will enjoy your deed,
While you slice my works
And make them bleed,
But at the end, I'm glad to know
You'll be just an obstacle that I will overcome.
Maybe you will even pierce my ankles
But better thou not forget,
Thee are just
powerful, not AWESOME.

fford it,
19ople

0

d that
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Kym

Gra~am,

_______________

I made a man
in my hand
from my extra hold
sculpting mousse

What do you write
when the words won't come
How do you express
feelings you can't make sense of
How do you know
where to go and who to turn to
Without leaving
a trail of pain behind you
How do you find
what your heart's always dreamed of
And when you do
how do you know for sure
you're really home?

His tiny figure
stood stiff and brave
on two foamy legs
ready to meet his death
He slumped a little
as I raised him
to the light
for one last look
His figure appeared
nearly transparent
and ghostlike
then began to melt
As I spread him
through my curls
I thought I heard him
speak to me
He is gone
forever now
yet sometimes when I look
into the mirror
I can see him
staring out at me
from beneath the strands
of my hair
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I made a man
in my hand
from my extra hold
sculpting mousse

>n't come

nake sense of

ho to turn to

His tiny figure
stood stiff and brave
on two foamy legs
ready to meet his death

1d you

always dreamed of

He slumped a little
as I raised him
to the light
for one last look

or sure
you're really home?

His figure appeared
nearly transparent
and ghostlike
then began to melt
As I spread him
through my curls
I thought I heard him
speak to me
He is gone
forever now
yet sometimes when I look
into the mirror
I can see him
staring out at me
from beneath the strands
of my hair
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L. E. Platt_ _ _ _ _ _ __

FIRST KISS

I awake silently from a bad drearr
still searching for my breath
to find you already awake beside r
You know no words to calm me,
and so you move a steady hand to
then trace a path to my breast
where your fingers linger to care:
You pull me toward you,
and we nestle like two china saucE
until I relax,
and you are asleep.
Then we turn away.
and lose each other again in a sea

Your hand skims
my arm and I
tingle with an electricity
I have never known before
as your trembling hand rests
unsurely on my back.
Slowly I am drawn
closer to your feverish warmth.
Eternity passes and finally
our mouths stand
face to face .
Closer now.
We fumble and wonder
where to put our noses.
Our lips meet and melt
together becoming
one for a moment and then
reluctantly untie leaving me
with a burning void
that cries for more.

DESECRATED MUSIC

remembering the night i
danced barefoot in the rain with yo
is not enough to make me forget
the love you borrowed
and never returned
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I awake silently from a bad dream,
still searching for my breath
to find you already awake beside me.
You know no words to calm me,
and so you move a steady hand to my thigh
then trace a path to my breast
where your fingers linger to caress.
You pull me toward you,
and we nestle like two china saucers
until I relax,
and you are asleep.
Then we turn away,
and lose each other again in a sea of blankets.

s

-mth.

DESECRATED MUSIC

remembering the night i
danced barefoot in the rain with you
is not enough to make me forget
the love you borrowed
and never returned
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Amy

Grego;y _ _ _ _ _ __

Kurt Niendorf_ _ _ _ _ __

Baboons do not fall in love.
and
I think
that tomorrow it will rain .

Society struggles with the self
grinding men to dust
to feed itself

but ,
I could be wrong.

Oarw
Only tht

The music
swells
I've felt its bruise
and shudder
Nylon strings inform the darkness.
I've lost the urge to scream.
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Kurt Niendorf_ _ _ _ __

Society struggles with the self
erecting cities of power
grinding men to dust
to feed itself on the flour of their labors.
Darwin was right.
Only the fittest survive.

ness.
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John Sweet

----------------

John

C.

Laluppa._ _ _ _ __

REQUIEM

The bullet caught him high up, in the throat, just beneath
the jaw. They say the great ones always die hard, but this was no
great one. A two-bit punk, he was dead as he hit the floor, his
windpipe gone, spinal cord snapped. Blood spilled in great gouts,
the floor sli~y with it, the dead man's shirt filling in with
deepening color.
He left no on behind, had no wife, no children, no siblings,
both parents dead, one a suicide, one caocer. There were no
lovers, no girlfriends, no close associates; he was, by nature, a
loner .
A petty thief, knocking over gas stations, liquor stores,
street vendors, stealing wallets from pockets.
An occasional
house, but not often. He prided himself on never having been
caught, but he always attac"ked the weak, the elderly.
Two rapes, both carefully selected, helpless-looking
young women, both fighting, both ineffectively.
He had shot two people, an old black man and an old white
man, but he had never found out if they had lived or died.
He had done a bank heist once, almost, backing out at the
last second, the risk suddenly appearing too great.
He had moved from city to city, state to state, living in
low rent apartments, eating canned meals and drinking cheap beer,
looking for fresh meat.
He misjudged, picking a store that had protection, was
traced down before he could blow the town like smoke, shot once.
That's all it took, one bullet from an anonymous gun, a member of
some gang or other, and he was gone, leaving the planet to decide if
his absence from life was for better or worse.
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the rush of late trafficers. The sound1
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Harry put down the big case and sat on it with a thump. He
leaned against the wall and tipped his hat over his eyes to block out
the rush of late trafficers. The sounds of people passing by drifted
under the wide brim.
.
He imagined what they all looked like. That light, shuffling
gait belonged to a paranoid sort of guy, clutching something and
glancing nervously about like he was about to be shot. The bulky
slap-stomp belonged to some heavy set housewife with a pink coat
and varicose veins. The practised click-click-click of heels always
brought a peek for good looking ankles. He didn't like looking at
faces, though. They had always disappointed him. He used to try
and imagine what people's faces looked like, but now they had all
started to look the same in his mind. It was from walking along too
many sidewalks packed with too many heads floating by unaware of
his existence . Black and white and brown had faded to grey, like
the artificial earth below him. The smells had blended together too,
into an unpleasant background odor that never left,
He remembered when he had first arrived here. He loved
to watch all the people and smell the different city odors back then .
They were different from anything else he could remember. He
was used to the smells of fresh earth and air. The smell of rain
was even different here. The years of living here had bludgeoned
his sense of smell to death.
He wished he was in his small apartment already so he
could get some rest. His feet were numb and his arms were sore
again from too many hours of lugging the big case around. He gave
the thing a good kick with his heel. It made a damn nice seat,
though. ·
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He closed his eyes again and saw suits and ties and the 12
Reasons why you really need a Spring Cool air conditioner. They
floated around his head again and again. Convenience! Affordability!
Comfort! He thought about buying a television so that he could
th ink about buying something else besides bills and air conditioning.
As the crowd milled around him he tried to think of a new reason to
Buy Now! He could only think of his ratty mattress and his big
pillow.
His train screamed in and he jumped up and yanked up the
big case with a grunt. The train stopped and he fought his way to
the frorit, using his case to push people aside. He just managed to
squeeze in as the doors shut. The train pulled away and a group of
kids turned on some very loud music in the rear. Harry almost
didn't mind it. They've got to play it that loud to hear over the
noise of this fucking subway, he thought. He stared up at the ads on
· the ceiling rather than looking at the sea of disembodied heads
packed around him. Only his ears were alive to the shuffling and
grunting around him. Hardly anyone spoke, except for one man with
a heavy Brooklyn accent who kept tailing everyone what he would
do if he owned the Yankees.
Harry's stop finally came and he was herded off with the
rest of the people getting out. This place looked exactly like the
last stop, he thought, except for the sign with a different street
name on it. He walked up the steps and down the street to his
building. He never thought about the walk. His body always seemed
to do the job of getting him home, leaving his mind free to think
about bills and commissions and air conditioners. He walked into his
building and up the stairs past the hole in the wall and the railing on
the second landing and up to his door, one past the dark stain on the
left wall. His hand put the key in its place and his fingers jiggled it
until it turned to the right. As he opened the door he stopped. He
heard a quiet shuffle behind him. He whirled around and saw a man
sprawled on the floor across the the hall.
•1sss Bill, sisn't iss?• wine and spit, it sprayed into
Harry's ears. He shifted his feet and stared at the man's clothes.
Why didn't I see him there, he thought.
·sill, helps sme: The voice. It was ice on his spine. ·sill,
I'm lossss, Bill.•
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Harry shuddered and crouched close to the face. It was old
and tired. His nose co~o~ldn't help but recognize the odor coming
from the wrinkled lips.
"Bill."
Harry remembered. It was Mr. Brovitz from down the hall.
He moved out after his wife died. His happy yellow pants were
stained with vomit and grime and his round smile had been sucked
into wrinkled hollow cheeks. Harry ran his hand along the dirty
face.
Mr. Brovitz, it's Harry. Don't you remember?"
"Ssspare a quarter, Bill?"
"Mr. Brovitz, it's Harry, not Bill. • The old man searched
the air around Harry's face. The eyes were streaks of yellow and
red. The only white in them were the large gobs of white over the
lenses. It reminded Harry of the dog he had as a boy, who had
slowly gone blind. Harry passed a hand over his face. The old man
couldn't focus.
Harry bent down and picked up the thin shell. He was light
as a feather, Harry thought. He kicked open the door and shoved
the trunk in with his foot. He laid the fragile figure on the couch.
He had passed out.
Harry shut the door and grabbed a beer. He slid the
recliner towards the window and flipped on his transistor radio .
Harry leaned back and let the Sunny Sounds of Country lull him to
sleep.
It was dark out when Harry woke up and cursed the beer
puddled in his chair.
He had dreamed up Reason Number 13, but had forgotten it
upon waking. He got up and looked toward the couch. The old figure
was still lying there in the shadows, his breath a distant whisper.
Shit, why did I bring this guy in here? Harry thought of calling the
hospital and letting them handle it. He flipped a light on and shook
the old man.
"Mr. Brovitz, wake up. •
The tired eyes opened a bit. Harry tried to see through the
glassy pupils. It was like looking in through a frosted window, he
thought, only there probably isn't much of anything to see inside.
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Mr. Brovitz struggled to lift his head. "Who is that?" The
voice was soft, but steady. The eyes fished about.
"It's Harry, your old neighbor."
Harry took his hand and touched the man's cheek. The skin
above the beard was strangely soft, like a child's, but tired and
grey, folded with years. The old man reached up and touched the
younger man's hand with his own, light as a sparrow. His touch had
a faint, quiet warmth to it.
"I want you to buy something from me." - The voice
fluttered into Harry's ears like a leaf falling from a tree.
The old man pulled Harry's hand away and pressed a small
box into his palm, cur1ing the fingers around the edges.
"You've got to buy this from me. Ten dollars. Please. It's
no use to me anymore. I don't want to sell it to a stranger. • Harry
looked down at his hand and the small carved box in it. He set it on
the table and turned to the old man.
"Yes, I'll buy it from you. Now you just rest here, and I'll
get us something· to eat. • He started to get up and the old man
gripped him suddenly.
"The money. Just ten dollars. It's a small price. It was
Vera's gift to me." Just then his eyes seemed to find Harry's.
Harry sat there a second, trying to pierce those eyes, and
then pulled out a crumpled ten. He placed it into the old man's palm.
The grip on Harry's arm eased.
"You take it. It can help you. Use it at night, when you
sleep.· the hand fell away from Harry's arm. The voice was little
more than a soft wind. "It's no use to me no more. I can't hear it
anyhow.·
Harry caressed the old man's shoulaer ·and shouted, "I'll be
back. I'm going to ger some food." He stood up. "You get some
rest."
He walked over to the door and put on his coat. He looked
over at the frail figure on the couch .
"I'll be back soon."
When he returned an hour later the old man was gone.
Harry dumped the groceries on the floor and ran down the stairs
Experimentalist
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and out the door. He checked the liquor store first. The owner said
he had seen that crazy old man with a can of beer and a stolen ten,
and yes he had sold him a bottle, if that was any of your business.
As Harry ran out the man figured it was his ten the half blind freak
had stolen.
Harry found the old man an hour later crumpled in a
doorway below the street. His body was cold and his neck was
snapped like an old tree. Harry stood up and screamed at the people
walking, telling them to get a cop. No police came until he grabbed a
fat man's leg and wouldn't let go. The patrolman who had been
eating his doughnut on the steps across the street walked over and
freed the fat man, who scuttled off. When he told the cop about Mr.
Brovitz, the patrolman told him to stop bothering the - drunks .
Harry clung to the old man and shouted obscenities at the cop until
the ambulance arrived an hour later. The cop sent him back to his
building with a warning, and Harry left, very quietly.
That night Harry lay awake in the dark. They hadn't heard
me or seen me, he thought. They weren't even there. Just a row
of skirts and slacks that moved without thinking.
He tried to
picture the faces: the cop, the fat man, the liquor store owner.
They had all faded with the day. Even the wrinkled face of Mr.
Brovitz was a blob of grey . All he saw were the clouded eyes
streaked red and yellow like a bloody storm. He tried to think of
something else. He turned his head and noticed the box.
He picked it up and looked at it in the yellow streetlight
coming in his window. It looked like -an old watch case. There were
clock faces carved around the edges and an hourglass was carved
on the lid . Harry pulled up the lid, which glided open on silent
hinges. Inside there was nothing but a tiny winding key set into the
bottom. He looked at it more closely and felt the thicknes of the
bottom. There was no room for any mechanical. parts. He
turned
the key. It turned with a barely audible click. He looked at it and
turned it a full turn. It was a clicking like an old watch being
wound. He turned it until it would go no more: many, many turns
around. He watched as the small key started to turn the opposite
way. He looked at the edges again to see if· anything had moved.
The carved faces stared back, set solidly in the wood.
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He shut the lid and waited.
He opened the lid and saw the key start to turn again from
where it had been before. He put the open box to his ear., It was
like a seashell, he thought, like the crashing of waves on a quiet
beach. He fell asleep dreaming.
When he awoke in the morning he thought he smelled fresh
soil and warm spring air. He remembered dreaming about his farm
and the land: the creak of the swing on the porch and the quiet cool
under the stars.
He looked out the window and sighed. He hadn't thought
about the farm in years. Harry sighed and got dressed, grabbing
his case and heading out. When he arrived at the first business, he
couldn't remember a single Reason. Harry looked blankly at the
man and told him to call him if he found good reason to buy this air
conditioner. He emptied his trunk on the man's desk and left,
playing with his order pad.
The boss was delighted that Harry had sold twenty units
Of course he could have his
today, and even his sample.
commission in advance, nothing was too good for his best salesman.
On the train home that night Harry slept soundly, his head
leaned against the open box. The sunlight woke him in the morning
as the train pulled to a stop.
A man in uniform leaned over and said gently, "Good
morning, sir. I believe this is your stop. •
Harry looked out the window at the familiar old station and
smiled, "Thanks. 1· believe you're right. •
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SIMILE

Rainbow whales she said
and I felt it too
the blue hulk of silk
billowed
with the force of the fan
and sounded
like a damn railroad train
passing too close
and then they rose
silent
before the wind they went
who knows where
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waited.
:md saw the key start to turn again from
He put the open box to his ear., It was
, like the crashing of waves on a quiet
1ing.
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remembered dreaming about his farm
he swing on the porch and the quiet cool
~e
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SIMILE

Rainbow whales she said
and I felt it too
the blue hulk of silk
billowed
with the force of the fan
and sounded
like a damn railroad train
passing too close
and then they rose
silent
before the wind they went
who knows where
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Allison M. Hastings_ _ _ __

FAMILIAR STRANGERS
BON APPETIT
"I know you", you assure me:
meaning to comfort me, you say this.
It would, I think, be best if we were strange
to one another;
translucent shadows
touched only at the edges
by lamplight.
And so, when next we meet,
you will be a blind man
with a passion for sunsets
and history books;
I, a deaf child, living in a cardboard box
and endlessly awaiting
the cry of a bird.

This scene I wasn't supposed to see
arriving unan
Rushing to leave, I can't help but glan
cosy kitchen
You prepare dinner, an expression o1
as she looks on--reE
The silver gleams in anticipation; the
smile knowin
Tonight they will be forgotten, unwa!
on the table.
My presence is as inappropriate as a
punctuated bJ

unable to lool
or utter a W!
Snow pelted my face on the way hom
and I pictured you lighting •
as part of a lyrical prelude
Last week I crawled atop you,
to pump some of my life
through your stagnant bloo1
You said nothing.
There had been no prelude.
Though afterward, I staggered to the
burrowed through tt
and took a decisive <
out of a well-desen1
pickle.
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BON APPETIT

a:
This scene I wasn't supposed to see--my fault,
arriving unannounced.
Rushing to leave, I can't help but glance at the
cosy kitchen wonderland.
You prepare dinner, an expression of love,
as she looks on--reeking of contentment.
The silver gleams in anticipation; the plates
smile knowingly.
Tonight they will be forgotten, unwashed ,
on the table.
My presence is as inappropriate as a lewd joke
punctuated by a belch;
so I go
unable to look at you
or utter a word.
Snow pelted my face on the way home
and I pictured you lighting candles,
as part of a lyrical prelude to love.
Last week I crawled atop you ,
to pump some of my life
through your stagnant blood.
You said nothing.
There had been no prelude.
Though afterward, I staggered to the kitchen,
burrowed through the fridge,
and took a decisive chomp
out of a well-deserved
pickle.

say this.
11e were strange
her;
shadows
f at the edges
t.

·dboard box
>ly awaiting
1 bird.
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Rebecca

O'Brien, _ _ _ _ __
Peter C. Levy_ _ _ _ _ __

IDENTITY
ACROSTIC
You are
snow in a schoolyard
after the fall.

As I sit here, writing
Whispering breezes sighing
All is softly resting
Keeping watchful, quiet resting
Embers from my candle fall.

lam
snow in a schoolyard
after recess.

A vigil kept until
Light from starlight fails.
Orion sets by dawn's
New daylight breaking-Empty cup of tea.

LOST OR FOUND

A page turned
and suddenly you
appeared, wraith like reality
out of words you wrote-that with my voice, spoke. ,
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Peter C. Levy_ _ _ _ _ __

ACROSTIC

As I sit here, writing
Whispering breezes sighing
All is softly resting
Keeping watchful, quiet resting
Embers from my candle fall.
A vigil kept until
Light from starlight fails.
Orion sets by dawn's
New daylight breaking-Empty cup of tea.

LOST OR FOUND

A page turned
and suddenly you
appeared, wraith like reality
out of words you wrote-that with my voice, spoke.
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Bernardo Rafael Torres_ _ __

SOMETHING

There it was
in front of me
The stoned-cold face
of reality
The
The
The
-N-

I walk the streets of life
in search of nothing except
my peace nothing except my
joy of living nothing but
to fill my pockets up with
green greed which could help
me buy a mansion on the drive
up luxury ave. Then instead
of walking I'll be limoed
around -n- know that I'm nothing
-n- what I have is nothing
-n- so I walk the streets of life
in search of me -n- I find something

hungry dying
millionaire buying
clowns crying
I trying

To preserve human dignity
All alone by myself in
my lonely room
The silence was loud
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SOMETHING

I walk the streets of life
in search of nothing except
my peace nothing except my
joy of living nothing but
to fill my pockets up with
green greed which could help
me buy a mansion on the drive
up luxury ave. Then instead
of walking I'll be limoed
around -n- know that I'm nothing
-n- what I have is nothing
-n- so I walk the streets of life
in search of me -n- I find something.
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Andrew Faber_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Look!
Children dancing
Prancing about
In their playground paradise.
Their eyes full of joy.
Their last thought was
Which game should we
play next?
They played Freeze-Tag
-n- my stare became
Ice Frozen
-n- my tears melted
away inside.
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NOD

It's your own damn fault, Max 1
door into the utter freeze of the Jan
immediately cut at him, stealing his c
seemed thin, like wire. Max made hi:
barn feeling the tug at his lungs,
punishment on top of punishment, he th
He kept the inescapable figure
work, to the chores he had postponec
words that remained but the heat his
whiskey breath that came down upon
father seemed old . Then there was tl
brothers, always with a slight snicker
mouths. It could have been condemnat
it did not matter to them, the advanta
privilege of contempt over their ten ye
The simplicity of the way helpc
the sky as black as black is, he thou~
white white ... the barn, made of fielc
ominously against the snow, in sync wi
daylight the stones made a multitude c
black.
Within twenty yards of the doo
inside reached Max. He had come to \'\
in steamy pens in the frozen hell of wir
It had to be hell for them, he 1
wondered if they knew their own differe
sheep and knew.
•Pigs don't know, • one of his b1
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Andrew Faber_ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOD

;e.
It's your own damn fault, Max repeated slipping through the
door into the utter freeze of the January night. He felt the air
immediately cut at him, stealing his oxygen with it's severity. It
seemed thin, like wire. Max made his way along the path to the
It was
barn feeling the tug at his lungs, hurting his chest.
punishment on top of punishment, he thought, the way it was.
He kept the inescapable figure of his father ordering him to
work, to the chores he had postponed. It was not so much the
words that remained but the heat his father exuded, his corrupted
whiskey breath that came down upon Max and felt as old as his
father seemed old. Then there was the hovering presence of his
brothers, always with a slight snicker around the edges of the ir
mouths. It could have been condemnation or praise coming to Max ;
it did not matter to them, the advantage of years gave them the
privilege of contempt over their ten year old brother.
The simplicity of the way helped; the night was moonless,
the sky as black as black is, he thought, and the snow against it
white white ...the barn, made of fieldstone like the house, sat
ominously against the snow, in sync with the night, a part of it. In
daylight the stones made a multitude of colors , but at night it was
black.
Within twenty yards of the door the sounds of the animals
inside reached Max. He had come to wonder at their lives, together
in steamy pens in the frozen hell of winter.
It had to be hell for them, he thought, even for them. He
wondered if they knew their own difference, if the pig looked at the
sheep and knew.
•pigs don't know; one of his brothers would answer if Max
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ever brought it up. Maybe they don't but they have senses; they
feel the cold. And they know when one of them dies, or when the
lamb drowned in the trough when the water froze. The silence that
filled that night passed through him in a shiver.
He stopped just before the door. From the boar's pen came
a long sonorous grunt, but there was nothing beyond that; they
could tell when he was near. Kicking at the base of the door, Max
opened it and stepped inside to the warmth of the animal heat, the
different heat that seemed to keep the skin and blood within it.
It was not until he had turned on the lights that Max smelled
it, like recognition, as if he could see it in the air. It grabbed his
throat and he immediately wanted to vomit. He had to fight it off
with hard swallows. Around him everything looked as it had,
steamy and gold in the glow of the bare hulbs that burned from
every third rafter. The source was easily traceable and as Max
made his way between the stalls of pigs to the nanny goat's pen, he
felt certain he'd find something dead. He was sure of it, because
animals always die when born too deep in winter or are refused ·by
their mother. It was a law he had been taught and a thing he had
found , being the youngest and responsible for watering and haying
the animals. He thought of the occasions when he had run
breathless, sucking the frozen air, to the house to report the death
of something he had too recently seen nursing . He remembered all
the bleak predictions of his father, standing over a newbor~, a~d
his brothers alongside with their hands in pockets, noddmg In
agreement, watching matter-of-factly and wonderless; "She won't
last a week." It was the law. Max had heard it and still had run
madly, carrying the importance of each new cataclysm from !he
barn to the house. He had reported it and still they ate, puttmg
large portions of gravy soaked meat into their mouths, cutting and
soaking the dinnermeat while he tried to make them know what he
had seen.
Against the brown and varied gold splotches of new straw
the nanny goat was split, a thick hot blood matting her white coat.
Her head pitched back so that Max saw only her throat and the
sinews straining ineffectually to make a sound.
The kid, whose head protruded from between her in a film
of bluish white mucus, was too big. Unable to move, Max watched

the fluctuations of the birth, the failun
I am going to watch them die.
He was back at the house; he
manner while he stripped out of his w
it in.
The nanny raised her head as
Her eyes were large and soft, noiJI
knows what this is, she feels this. I
is, the whole thing. The law.
I should go get them, Max tol<
be expected; if they were too late to 1
was expected. But he knew that he w
back to them. He would act or watct
think of what he could do if he did so
saving them and how they should be
that he had not yet done. He though
run up to the house to them.
So do something.
Around him the pigs had riser
him. Max ignored them, used to their
the dirt before the straw, he felt t
somehow with a human, that she was
human, but the birth was, he though!
animals are human when they are bor
brothers would laugh like hell over 1
something he could think of that
understand if he put it into being hum;
knowing he was wrong made him cor
nanny and kid before him.
Leaning, balanced on his knee
seemed a liquid fume of the afterbir
forward into the nanny, around the
finally accepting. Max thought of con
worked here. But that had to be ana·
was running, infuriated by the stencl
father's breath, and his own sweaty
combination of all things. Finally h
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the fluctuations of the birth, the failure . She is too small, he knew.
I am going to watch them die.
He was back at the house; he was telling it in an off-handed
manner while he stripped out of his winter clothes. He was keeping
it in.
The nanny raised her head as if she had awoken in the light.
Her eyes were large and soft, now terrified, he thought.
She
knows what this is, she feels this. Her eyes are full of what this
is, the whole thing. The law.
I should go get them, Max told himself. It was all that could
be expected; if they were too late to save her, he had done all that
was expected. But he knew that he would do something, and not go
back to them. He would act or watch them die, alone. He tried to
think of what he could do if he did something; he thought of himself
saving them and how they should be proud of him for it, this thing
that he had not yet done. He thought again of the times he had to
run up to the house to them.
So do something.
Around him the pigs had risen, screeching their demands of
him. Max ignored them, used to their hunger and thirst. Kneeling in
the dirt before the straw, he felt that what he was doing was
somehow with a human, that she was a human. The goat was not
human, but the birth was, he thought. Max formed it in his mind ;
animals are human when they are born, or give birth. And die. His
brothers would laugh like hell over that one, but he knew it was
something he could think of that way, something he could
understand if he put it into being human, instead of just animal. But
knowing he was wrong made him confused, and did nothing for the
nanny and kid before him.
Leaning, balanced on his knees, his face now awash in what
seemed a liquid fume of the afterbirth, Max slid his hands slowly
forward into the nanny, around the head of the kid. The nanny
finally accepting. Max thought of corrupting birds' nests and if that
worked here. But that had to be another law, had to be. His nose
was running, infuriated by the stench; he thought he smelled his
father's breath, and his own sweaty clothes mixing in with it, a
combination of all things. Finally his fingers found the rounded
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points that had to be the shoulders and, squeezing slightly, he drew
them toward himself. At a point there was a muscular push and the
kid came quickly, spilling out onto the straw. The nanny bleated
continuously then, and Max drew back to give it back to them, to
make them animals again. He wanted to apologize to the nanny as
she stood and licked the kid. Then the recognition of the awful air
came back to him and he walked quickly out into the house.
From a distance the dinner scene in the picture window was
pure light; only as he came closer could he see them, framed by t~e
window, seated around the table. Steam rose off the meat placed 1n
the center and Max realized he had forgotten what they were
having for dinner. It did not matter, not then. He remained a
distance from them, watching his family go through the motions of
the meal; his brothers . ate with faces down, never looking
up,gobbling the food with a forced voraciousness toward completion
and escape from the dinner table. His father spoke and ate, spoke
and ate, lecturing and postulating, while his mother disappeared
into the kitchen for one reason or another, or else followed his
father's words with slight nods and no expression.
I can't go in. I can't go in there and say the truth. They'll
laugh again, I know it.
He wanted to wander off into the deep pitch of night, but it
was a long way to anywhere from where he lived. And there was a
law about that too. But he knew he could not go in, not yet, not as
he always was, excited and important sounding. He would have to
grow up sometime, he thought. So he stood watching as they
finished, waited for it to pass out of him as they ate silently until
the last bites of the unrecognizable meat went into their mouths.
He watched as his brothers cleared the table, their faces still bent
down to their chore. They cleared his place as well, and his mother
came in and wiped the wood surface with a sponge. Then there was
no one, after her, in the room; it seemed an event had ended, an
event that was tied to what he had done and what was more than he
could ever ·have known before. There was satisfaction to it, and
sadness.
Max felt the cold on his skin, but beneath he was still hot
from the run. He sat down upon the steps to the front door, looking

out into the night scene before him. t
died and the cold sat solidly in the air
something, he thought; he could save
could wander off, even if to nowhere.
felt the muscles in his arms and le~
fatigue, and his heart beat hard ag
himself, but in the world there was no
I should go inside, I should eal
But I should talk like an adult, take it l
He raised his hand to wipe his
it all back. The wetness of the mu<
snorting against it, Max brought it U
again to counter the impulse, but in
burn. Staggering forward from the ho1
craned his neck out over the white an
with the darker flow of his vomit.
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houlders and, squeezing slightly, he drew
point there was a muscular push and the
out onto the straw. The nanny bleated
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He wanted to apologize to the nanny as
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3r table. His father spoke and ate, spoke
ostulating, while his mother disappeared
reason or another, or else followed his
~ods and no expression.
tn't go in there and say the truth. They'll

out into the night scene before him. Nothing moved . The wind had
died and the cold sat solidly in the air, a weight. Only he could do
something, he thought; he could save a life, he could go inside. He
could wander off, even if to nowhere. It was his decision, and he
felt the muscles in his arms and legs, seeming to move in their
fatigue, and his heart beat hard against him. He was moving,
himself, but in the world there was no motion.
I should go inside, I should eat, I should tell them something.
But I should talk like an adult, take it slow and try not to mean it.
He raised his hand to wipe his nose, and in doing so brought
it all back. The wetness of the mucus penetrated his nose, and
snorting against it, Max brought it up into his sinuses. He tried
again to counter the impulse, but in swallowing tasted the acidic
burn. Staggering forward from the house he dropped to his knees ,
craned his neck out over the white and even snow and corrupted it
with the darker flow of his vomit.
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Zachary Kerns _ _ _ _ _ __

INFLATION

JEAN'S WINDOW

Billy plays with the lawn clippings in
his yard and I look him in the eye . He
smiles; I smile back. Sometimes he
comes over and we make lemonade,
eat cookies. His father mows the lawn
on Saturday, after a hard week at the
insurance office. He will not meet my eye;
I don't work, I teach . .. literature.
At the neighborhood barbecue he welcomes
the new subdivision chewing up our woods

She painted a landscape,
put it on an easel in front of her
For anyone standing outside,
the window framed the picture,
so that it looked like
This scene, in a photograph,
amazed her family three thousar
Knowing she did illustrations
for a local newspaper,
they thought she must live in a c

Too bad, he says; but property values
will go up; those houses are over two hundred grand each . . .
The diesel grind and stench keeps Billy
from the clippings, and his father has a
bird feeder full of two hundred thousand
dollars worth of seed .
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She thought she heard a
fine-tuned piano
and Andre Watts' fingers
were chopped off
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JEAN'S WINDOW

ppings in
~eye. He
:imes he
monade,
vs the lawn
eek at the
1t meet my eye;
uature.
1e he welcomes
up our woods

She painted a landscape,
put it on an easel in front of her window.
For anyone standing outside,
the window framed the picture,
so that it looked like a backyard.
This scene, in a photograph,
amazed her family three thousand miles away.
Knowing she did illustrations
for a local newspaper,
they thought she must live in a charmed place.

t property values
es are over two hundred grand each ...

She thought she heard a
fine-tuned piano
and Andre Watts' fingers
were chopped off

1

keeps Billy
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Michelle Casalinuovo._ _ _ __

When my music man sings to me
He need not say I love you.
For the song lives in his heart
And our hearts are one,
So I already know.
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